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COVER STORY      THE PIRACY DEBATE 
?    Copyright submissions closed ? industry warns of ?unintended consequences?
?    The Communications Alliance submission
?    Consumers shouldn?t pay for piracy, says ACCAN
?    OPINION      The film companies want others to pay 

STREAMING vs PAY vs FREE-TO-AIR 
?    Streaming closing in on traditional TV
?    ? so Foxtel fights back with major revamp
?    Quickflix quickly bleeding cash
?    Can FreeviewPlus make TV cool again?

Lack of transparency in Transparency Report

Public consultation to improve NBN migration

The questions in the Migration Assurance Policy

Telstra signs NAS JV with Telkom Indonesia
? and takes Whispir international

ACCC may block Wotif takeover
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ACMA releases five year spectrum outlook 
? as Europe dawdles to 700 MHz for mobile

Mail decline hits Australia Post profits 

Jabra feels the Pulse 

Samsung beats Apple to the punch

BANKING AND PAYMENTS GO MOBILE
?    Forget the branch, it?s now banking on the go
?    Apple moves into the mobile wallet ? and more
?    ? as EFTPOS goes online with consumer trials

Is Vodafone for sale? Got a spare $100 billion? 

Microsoft silent on Australian Azure host

Apple shifts nude celebrity hacking blame

Change the network planning laws, says AMTA

IBM launches cloud data centre in Australia

Move over Google Maps ? Nokia?s HERE now on Samsung?s Android phones

China leading world 4G implementation
? while Xiaomi destroying Samsung in China

Major new LinkSys Wi-Fi range
? as NetComm launches M2M router

OPINION      NSA's data retention doesn?t work. So why is Australia doing it?
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